The following components are required in order to fulfill Standard F – National Status/Financial Management/Advising:

- The chapter is in good standing with their Inter/National organization. If the chapter is not in good standing, they have adopted a written plan in order to regain good standing.

  *Documentation Needed:* A dated letter confirming good standing from the Inter/National organization or a plan of action that has been submitted to the Inter/National organization dated during the Spring 2009 semester.

- The chapter has a budget, approved by the chapter each semester.

  *Documentation Needed:* Copy of the budget, signed by the chapter treasurer and advisor.

If the requirements are not met, an organization is ineligible for gold or silver level status.

Criteria: If the chapter has satisfactorily completed the criteria with supporting documentation, simply place a “+” on the line provided. If the chapter has not satisfactorily completed the criteria or they have not provided the material for review, place a “-“ on the line provided

1F. _____ The chapter has an advisor that they meet with at least three times per academic year. (10 points)

  *Documentation Needed:* An agenda and date from each meeting signed by the advisor and those in attendance.

2F. _____ The chapter is in good financial standing with their Inter/National organization. If the chapter is not in good financial standing, they have adopted a written plan in order to regain good financial standing. (10 points)

  *Documentation Needed:* A dated letter confirming good financial standing from the Inter/National organization or a plan of action that has been submitted to the Inter/National to attain good financial standing dated during the Spring 2009 semester.

All the information in this section of the Greek Achievement Program is accurate and correct, to the best of our knowledge.

______________________________  _________________________
Chapter President                    Chapter Advisor